Abstract. A graph class is called A-free if every graph in the class has no graph in the set A as an induced subgraph. Such characterisations by forbidden induced subgraphs are (among other purposes) very useful for determining whether A-free is a subclass of B-free, by determining whether every graph in B has some graph in A as an induced subgraph. This requires solving the Subgraph Isomorphism Problem, which is NP-complete in general, but for which effective practical algorithms for general and specific purposes exist. However, if B is infinite, these algorithms cannot be used. We introduce Head-Mid-Tail grammars (a special case of hyperedge replacement grammars) which have the property that if an infinite set B can be defined by a Head-Mid-Tail grammar then it is decidable whether every graph in B contains some graph from a finite set A of graphs as an induced subgraph, thereby solving the A-free ⊆ B-free problem. Moreover, our algorithm is both simple and efficient enough to be practical.
Introduction

Notation
In this article all graphs are simple and undirected, with edges written as unordered pairs (u, v) 
of vertices. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and S ⊆ V . The subgraph induced by S is G[S] = (S, {(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ E ∧ u, v ∈ S}). Two graphs G = (V, E) and H = (W, F)
are isomorphic if a bijection π :
The complement G of G has precisely those edges that are not in G: G = (V,V × V \ E) and the complement co-C of a graph class C consists of the complements of the graphs in C : C = {G | G ∈ C }. A graph class C is inducedhereditary if for every graph G in C , every induced subgraph of G belongs to C . For such classes a unique set A of graphs exists, such that no graph A ∈ A is in C , but every proper induced subgraph of A is. C then equals the class A-free of graphs that have no induced subgraph from the set A. 
Background
Such forbidden subgraph characterisations have many uses: 1. They provide insight into the structure of graphs in the class. 2. Since a characterisation by minimal forbidden induced subgraphs is unique, it can be used for easily proving relations between graph classes. 3. They can be extremely helpful in the design of algorithms for problems like Independent Set or Colourability. 4. If a recognition algorithm for a class decides that the input does not belong to the class, it can return a forbidden subgraph in the input as an easily checkable certificate for the validity of the decision. 5. If the set of forbidden subgraphs is finite, then the graph class can be recognised in polynomial time by brute force comparison of all induced subgraphs of the input graph against the forbidden subgraphs.
For these reasons, finding forbidden subgraph characterisations is one of the evergreen topics in graph theory, with results ranging from König's classical theorem [12] that the bipartite graphs are precisely the odd cycle-free graphs, to the long open Strong Perfect Graph Theorem (SPGT 1 ) [2] that the perfect graphs are precisely the (odd hole, odd anti-hole)-free graphs, where a hole is a chordless cycle with at least five vertices, an anti-hole the complement of a hole, an odd (anti-)hole is an (anti-)hole with an odd number of vertices.
It is the second aspect of forbidden subgraph characterisations, the determination of relations between graph classes, that interests us here in particular. Over the years, the mathematics and computer science communities have described many special graph classes in an effort to enlarge both our understanding of fundamental properties of graphs, and our ability to solve practical problems efficiently. This work has beenand still is -so fruitful that very many classes have been defined, whose relations are difficult to overview even for the initiated. In an effort to make this field more accessible the book [1] documents over 300 classes. Out of this book sprang the online database ISGCI, the Information System on Graph Classes and their Inclusions [7] . The first version of ISGCI was released in 1999 with 300 graph classes and 10,000 inclusions and over the years it has grown to its current contents of about 1500 classes and over 170,000 inclusions, plus other relations. It provides the user with the ability to -find the definition of graph classes; -check the relation between graph classes and get a witness for these relations; -find common super/subclasses of given graph classes; -find the complexity of selected algorithmic problems on specific graph classes; -find graph classes which are open with respect to the complexity of selected algorithmic problems; -print inclusion diagrams of graph classes, optionally coloured according to the complexity of a specific problem; -and provide literature references on graph classes, inclusions and algorithms.
